From the south of New Jersey
March-April, 2021

Well, it is building season here in the
Northeast. We have some very
productive builders, wish I were one of
them, oh well. I feel that I should
apologize for the lack of meaningful
material beyond pictures. The club is a
diverse group of modeler who only
want a place to fly. There is no interest
in meetings or community out reach
projects. So pictures are all I have.

Tony Perrotta is a possible new member to the club. After years of building
Plastic and display model, like the “Vehicle Tank Recovery’ above left. Tony
finally decided to give into the interest he harbored in Free Flight. The Comet
Aeronca K above right is his present Build. He has already completed two others.
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Pictured here is Tony’s
Aeronca Champ.
49 grams without prop
and rubber. The model
was finished in the colors
of his father’s Full size
Champ.
The blue and yellow
model is a Curtiss Robin.
I believe the Robin was
his first build. Excellent
builder overly worried
about them actually
flying. We have some
great flyers to help him
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Ron Felix is a duration flyer. This winter he is working on P-30’s. Some parts for
an older model and 2 new P-30s.
Andy Kovacs is experienced
when it comes to Free Flight.
He relocated to the area after
retiring. He was looking for a
suitable field near his house
Which is non-existent. I am
trying to convince him to
handle the long ride to our
field and join us.
On the left is his 1/2a Blazer
converted to Electric motor
and Radio D/T.
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Just some of Andy’s fleet.
Clock-wise from below right.
Durham Stretch Limo
Gollywock covered with Polyspan
Earl Stahl Hurricane
Well seasoned P-30s
Capacitor powered 15” wingspan
design by Omar Grasseti
I’m hoping to see these fly soon!
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FS Gilbert’s other passion. Photo to
the right is a “Sailing Dory” that he
built in his Garage. Fun boat but
proved too small. Next he obtained
and rehabbed a larger Sailboat,
Towable put needs two men to set the
Mast. Pictured below is his third. He
redid the boat and his wife Judy sewed
all the sails and cushions. This one he
can set-up by himself. Below is one of
his excellent scale models full of
detail.
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Jim Smith’s project. A Herr
Stearman/ Younkin Goliath
conversion. Since he will power it
with a diesel engine, He sheeted
the fuselage with 1/32 soft balsa.
Still a lot of work to do. The cowl
is not quite the proper shape.
Gussets on the wing ribs and beef
up the landing gear. Diesel
powered Biplanes are Jim’s
specialty!
I am very sorry to inform
everyone that our former President
Al Timko after a two year battle
with cancer passed away on
January 17, 2021. Al is survived
by his wife Patricia, Daughter
Mercedes Timko MD. and
Granddaughter Sophia La Rosa.
Al was a very easygoing likeable
fellow who loved going to contest
and seeing all his friends.
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